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Opaskwayak Culture &
Healthy Living Initiatives
Creating spaces and opportunities for
residents of Opaskwayak Cree Nation
to live healthy and active lifestyles
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Introduction
& Contents

This Annual report for Opaskwayak Culture &
Healthy Living Initiatives is dedicated to those
hard working youth and Elders of OCN who
actively made the gardens work.
A number of the youth had worked as summer
students in the gardens in past years: Michaela
deHoop became the supervisor having worked at
the garden for 2 previous years. Allister Campbell
and Danica Custer had also worked at the garden
for 2 years previously. Karis Smith had been with
us for one year. New students were Hannah
Lathlin, Ayden Genaille and Memphis Elderkin.
They made the gardens a beautiful success.
Funding for the students came from a Federal
Government grant. OCHLI applied for the grant
but the funds were administered through Josh
Brown, Employment & Training, Opaskwayak
Education Services.
As well as gardening, the youth had their canoe
day and ended their season with pizzas made in
the clay oven.

1. Youth on canoe day
2. Youth enjoying pizza made in clay oven at
end of season. Left to right: Ayden, Danica,
Michaela, Karis, Hannah & Allister
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The
Beehives

1. Students preparing frames
2. Students checking hives
3. Students bottling honey
4. Bottled honey
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Probably the one activity that community members most enjoyed was
working with the bees and all the activities that involved. They prepared
the frames that went into the supers. They checked the hives periodically
throughout the summer. They extracted the honey and finally, they
bottled the honey into jars and pails for sale. We ended up with a large
quantity of honey. This year we were fortunate to have several community
members assist bee mentors Peggy and Alex with the extraction; Crystal
Constant, Alexis Sinclair, Bev and Trapper Fontaine, Noodin Richard and
Christina Richard. We held a sale of the honey and received a total of
$578 for our efforts. This money will be used to winter the bees and to
purchase jars and other supplies for next summer. There is still a good
quantity of honey left. A big thank you to Bill Perchaluk who takes care of
our 2 hives for the winter and generally guides us in our bee efforts.
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The Garden
Guide

SOLD FOR

$22
Our Garden Guide is bringing us recognition and
money for seeds for next year. Although when we
wrote the Guide, we promoted the use of Lite Certo
when canning and preserving, because of its lower
sugar requirements for diabetics (and others), since
that time Kraft Canada has discontinued making this
product. Now we have to use the full sugar Certo.
This is a real set-back.
The Garden Guide is sold for $22 at McNally
Robinsons in Winnipeg & Saskatoon. It is sold for the
same price at Chapters/Indigo Books in Winnipeg.
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From the $22 we get $12. The guide is also sold at
Turning the Tide grassroots bookstore in Saskatoon.
They sell it for us and give us the total amount. They
do not charge a commission for their sales but do this
as a community service. A great Christmas gift!
We do not make a large amount, but have cleared
$1,510.60 so far this season. This money will be
used to purchase seeds and garden supplies for next
summer. We have already put in our seed order.

Mural Workshop
In May of this year, we held a mural workshop in conjunction with the University of Saskatchewan’s Aboriginal
Education Research Centre and the Northern Manitoba Food, Culture and Community Collaborative. The
workshop was well attended by youth, Elders and other community members including representatives from
OCN Council. Community Elders recounted stories from their past in relation to our local lands and water and
the youth and Elders painted aspects of their stories into the murals. Mural artist Kale Sheppard facilitated the
painting process.

Elders: Back row - Mabel Bignell, Stan Wilson, Alice Young Front row - Maggie Flett,
Cecelia Ross with mural in the background
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The
Gardens
1

Although the season started very slowly, the sunshine
and warm weather later produced an abundant
crop. The Eastside garden was completely planted
with corn, the Big Eddy Garden with potatoes.
The Main Garden was planted with a variety of
vegetables . All gardens ended up producing bumper
crops. Our new greenhouse served us well. In the
spring we were able to keep the annual flowers and
vegetables in the greenhouse until it was time to
plant them outside in mid June. In the fall, we were
able to store the squash, pumpkins and tomatoes
in the greenhouse so they wouldn’t freeze.
We expected people to come to the garden on
a regular basis to dig up or pick their vegetables,
but when this process slowed down, the summer
students picked boxes of mixed vegetables and
sold them. Both initiatives worked. We also
delivered vegetable boxes to Elders who were
not able to physically be at the gardens.
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The Raspberry patches were another story. They had
become overgrown with weeds and we just could not
keep ahead of them. Raspberry bushes only last for a
minimum of 8 years. So we cut the bushes down and
will re-do this area. It now looks very bleak. In the
spring, we will till up the area, add new topsoil and
plant new raspberry canes. They will be producing
new berries in a couple years. But they must be looked
after. The rows between the canes must be kept tilled
and the old canes must be cut down each spring.
The perennial flower garden is doing well and always
adds beauty to our garden. We did have a lot of
winterkill, but hopefully people will voluntarily give
us some of their perennial flower roots next spring so
that this side of the Main Garden will be replenished.

1. Annual flowers and vegetables in greenhouse
until ready to plant in mid June
2. Picked squash
3. Greenhouse
4. Squash, pumpkins and tomatoes stored in
greenhouse to avoid freezing
5. Raspberry patch to be replanted
6. Perennial Garden
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Vandalism
We did experience considerable vandalism at the Main Garden towards the end of the season. Someone tried
to break into the garden shed, but did not succeed. They left their bucket of tools. However at the same time
the main water line to the garden was severed. The pipes were cut off, as was the water tap. So now we have
no water source for the garden. To get this vandalism repaired will be a major expense. We do not have funds
for the repairs.
Each fall, the Beautification crew closes in the summer kitchen with plywood. This has stopped vandalism to
the kitchen and its contents.

Gratitude
We are grateful to so many people for the OCN Community Gardens.
Our major partner is the Northern Manitoba, Food, Culture & Community Collaborative (NMFCCC).
We have applied and received a grant from them each year. This grant allows us to buy our seeds and
equipment, plus often items such as the greenhouse. Their support and encouragement has been an
inspiration and motivation. We also applied for and received a grant from The Indigenous Peoples
Resiliency Fund.
A major support has been the Beautification Crew from the Recreation Dept. of OCN. They mow the grass
regularly, remove any garbage, and in general help out in any way that we ask. We use the Kabota to do the
deep tilling of all the gardens in spring and again at the end of the season.
We are appreciative of all those people who come to see the gardens; The National Film Board, University
of Manitoba, local residents who bring their out-of-town visitors, and town residents who visit regularly.
We also have visits from many First Nations across Canada. All these visitors give us encouragement and a
stimulus to make our gardens sustainable and beautiful.
Other than the students, everyone who works at or for the gardens, does so voluntarily. We are so grateful
for all the help.
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Moving Forward
In 2013, knowing that we had high diabetes rates on OCN, OCHLI began applying for grants for a garden. We
know that exercise and healthy food are some ways to address those diabetes rates. That year we started by
planting 65 fruit trees. Those trees were then flooded out. So, we started again by renovating a former waste
area for the Reserve. Since most of OCN has a clay base and no topsoil, we had to have that topsoil hauled
in. Each year, the gardens have grown, so that now we have 4 major vegetable gardens and several raspberry
patches. We did begin by asking each family who wanted to take part, to volunteer 1 hour per week in the
garden. That was before we got grants to hire summer students. 42 families took part. All those families
remain as active garden participants although they certainly do not spend as much time weeding and actively
working in the gardens as they once did.

Garden
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Note from Peggy
Coordinating the overall garden effort takes time and effort. I have done this for the past 10 years. I am now
82 years old and would like someone else to take over. Hopefully I’ll still be here to mentor and help those
who wish to help. The Crane family will coordinate efforts at the Eastside (Umpherville) garden. Noreen Singh
and Vanessa Custer will lead the Big Eddy Group. They will certainly need people to help. We still need a
person or a group to coordinate the Main Garden project. And we need someone to oversee the entire garden
effort. I am hoping that many people will step up to volunteer their services. You will bring in new and creative
initiatives and your friends will want to join you.
And what about the Raspberry Patches? After we plant the new canes in the spring, who will look after them?
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Opaskwayak Culture & Healthy Living Initiatives (OCHLI) will be
held at the Kikiwak Inn on April 16, 2023 at 2:30 pm.
I hope that room will be FULL as you anticipate wonderful gardening years ahead.

Peggy Wilson

The Crane family

Noreen Singh and Vanessa Custer
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